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1. Introduction
This document is to accompany the 3-part MSP Drain Level Guide, which attempts to show drain outfalls in
relation to the “stage” or water level of the river. The Guide assists in determining, for a given river stage,
whether a drain can be walked into, waded into, boated into, or is inaccessible. This document attempts to
explain some of the terminology, techniques, and data used in producing the charts. It should not be
necessary to read this to understand the charts, but it may clear up questions or confusion.
To view current river stage data, visit http://water.weather.gov, and select an appropriate river gauge location
(NOAA gauges STPM5 and MSPM5 are used for this area). For levels between St. Anthony and Ford where
there is no NOAA gauge, there are two options. You can use USACE data from the lock and dam gauges at
http://www.mvp-wc.usace.army.mil/projects/SAF.shtml and http://www.mvpwc.usace.army.mil/projects/Lock1.shtml. If these are not up-to-date, you can estimate the level based on the
table in section 4 of this document and the levels at STPM5 and MSPM5.

2. Pools, Hydraulic Gradient & Datums
A “Pool” is a section of river controlled by a dam. So the Ford Dam’s pool is the water upstream of the Ford
Dam, between Ford and the lower St. Anthony dam. The section below a dam is the pool belonging to the next
downstream dam, and is also called the “Tailwater” of the upstream dam. The water level of a pool is partly
controlled by the floodgates, locks, or hydroelectric intakes of the pool’s dam, and is also influenced by the
amount of water coming in from upstream.
“Hydraulic Gradient” refers to the slope of water over a distance, as it flows downstream. For a given pool of
the river, the water will be higher at the upstream end than at the lower, as long as the water is flowing. For
low water periods when the river is not flowing very fast, the pool will be closer to level across its entire
distance. The actual shape of the water can be more of a curve than a straight angle, depending on flow rate
and the shape of the river. Water pouring over a dam tends to “pile up” while water downstream tends to
flatten out more. Section 5 shows some example curves.
Profile View (Cross Section) of typical river pool:

A “Datum” is a starting point for measurement, a “0” on the scale. Vertical Datums refer to the starting point
for elevation measurements. For topo maps, Mean Sea Level is usually the Datum, but different sea level
measurements exist and have changed over time as surveying techniques improve or as sea level changes. If
you’re confused, don’t worry. Some people blame the Katrina flooding of New Orleans on the inability of levee
builders to understand datums.
Some datums used locally include:
NAVD88: “North American Vertical datum of 1988”, Sea level as established in 1990s. Basis of modern topo
maps and some NOAA river gauges.
NGVD29: “National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929”. Sea level as established in 1929. Basis for older topo
maps, many NOAA river gauges, and some USACE river gauges.
1912 General Adjustment: Sea level established in 1912, basis for many USACE river gauges and city datums.
St. Paul Sewer Department Datum: “0” used for strip map elevations. 1912 Datum + 694.795’
Minneapolis City Datum: “0” used for city engineering projects. NAVD88 + 710.48’
Gauge Datums: Local “0” used for river stage measurements. Based on NAVD88 or NGVD29
Note that some of the charts are based on a local gauge Datum (with elevations in the 0-26’ range) for
convenience, because those are the numbers output by the river gauge website. Other parts of the charts are
based on the 1912 datum, which is used by the Army Corps of Engineers for dams upstream of Missouri
(NGVD29 is used downstream to the Gulf).
What does it all mean? The three most-used datums (1912, ’29, and ’88) are only 0.1 - 0.3ft different from
each other, so for use on the drain level charts, the difference is negligible (there is probably a similar if not
higher level of error in my depiction of outfall elevations). In general, a number in the 700 range can be
assumed to be feet above sea level, and a number in the 0-26’ range can be assumed to be a local datum.
For the morbidly curious, a basic conversion table is below, cross referencing the datum of each measurement
site (STPM5 uses NAVD88 and MSPM5 uses NGVD29, most Lock & Dam measurements use 1912). To convert
elevations in Column A to those in B through G, Subtract the amount shown at the intersection of the
columns. To convert from Columns B through G to the datum shown in A, Add the amount shown at the
intersection. Watch your algebraic signs.
A
NAVD88
NGVD29
1912
STP Sewer
STPM5
MSPM5

B
NAVD88
---0.151ft
0.331ft

C
NGVD29
0.151ft
--0.482ft

-683.77

D
1912
-0.331ft
-0.482ft
---694.795ft

E
STP Sewer

F
STPM5
683.77

G
MSPM5
794.3

694.795
-----

-794.3

---

3. Longitudinal Profile (Cross Section) of Mississippi River through Twin Cities

Shows relative elevations and locations of dams and river gauges (scale exaggerated).

4. Sample Relative River Levels
Measured values at each recording station (dam or gauge) on given dates. Can be used to estimate probable
level for a section with no current data available, if data for other sections is known. Data has been adjusted
so all numbers are elevation above sea level in the same Datum (NAVD88). Sections sharing a color are in the
same pool (same color scheme as section 3). The number at the left of a color block is the top of the colored
pool, the number at the right is downstream. Record high water is at the top (1965 flood). Values of “?” had
no data available. Also note that floods propagate slowly downstream, so the high point at a downstream
gauge can be several days after an upstream gauge peaks and begins to fall.
Date
4/16/65
4/16/01
6/23/14
4/9/01
9/3/14
1/20/76

Upper Pool
@ Coon R.
824.42’
?
817.56’
?
809.94’
?

MSPM5
814.45’
811.05’
807.95’
?
?
?

Upper Pool @
Upper SA
803.56’
802.20’
800.98’
801.49’
799.23’
798.42’

Middle Pool
751.55’
750.17’
749.87’
749.17’
749.97’
750.05’

Lower Pool @
Lower SA
739.16’
736.43’
733.78’
729.85’
726.09’
722.77’

Lower Pool
@ Ford
733.94’
732.12’
729.52’
727.73’
725.18’
722.67’

Pool 2
@ Ford
718.59’
712.60’
707.84’
699.87’
690.02’
687.42’

STPM5
709.78’
707.27’
701.74’
696.20
688.82’
686.42’

Pool 2
Hastings
695.82’
694.42’
688.32’
686.31’
686.27’
686.02

5. Example Hydraulic Gradient Curves
Example of the curved shape of the river surface, from an upstream dam to a downstream dam. Roughly
based on Pool 2 from Ford to Hastings).

6. Notes and further reading
-The River Level Guide charts were created in reverse order (3 of 3 was done first). More accurate data is
available for section 3, and less data is available for section 1. Some drains upstream of Old Bassett are shown
with a high degree of approximation, although observations and corrections were made in 2016.
-A river stage of 11.4ft at STPM5 allows small motorboats to drive from the river, through Phalen Creek drain,
and into the open canal section of Phalen in Bruce Vento Park. A higher stage makes it hard to get into the
outfall, and a lower stage makes it harder to get past sandbars in the canal. Watch out for log debris in the
drain, your mileage may vary.
-A river stage of 6’ at MSPM5 allows small outboard skiffs to (barely) reach the Old Bassett party room. Some
wading or poling may be required depending on sandbars and debris.
-Public boat ramps close at certain flood levels. There does not appear to be any consistent public notification.
Locks are closed to recreational boaters when water flow exceeds 30,000 cubic feet per second. Locks are
closed to all traffic (including commercial) at 40,000cfs. While river navigation is supposedly under Federal
law, various cities ban boating at night or under flood conditions. Check local news where applicable. After
2015 the uppermost St. Anthony lock is permanently closed.
-Additional data and historic river levels for several NOAA/USGS gauges can be found at
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/mn/nwis/uv/. STPM5 is at
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/mn/nwis/uv/?site_no=05331000

7. Updates and Version History
Users are encouraged to email freak74@gmail.com with dated photos of outfalls to allow corrections to the
charts. If you notice a drain that is completely wrong or significantly inaccurate, please report this so we can
create more accurate future versions of the charts!
Update history is as follows:
v1.0 (July 2011): Initial test of level charts. Low accuracy, small area. Not widely published.
v2.0 (October 2014): First “public” release including 3 charts, supplements (combined into booklet), and
ShotgunMario’s poster visualization
v2.1 (June 2016): Corrections taken from observational data, including Davern Drain and Upper Pool elevation
adjustments, and Robert Drain added.
This document and the individual charts can be downloaded from http://drainfreak.com/levels. There is also a
great wall poster designed by ShotgunMario which combines all 3 charts and the supplemental information!

